

 








      

       
    
  



















 




 
 







   
 
   


  



 










 
 

      



 

 




     

   
 











     
 


      

     




    



   





    

    






   

    

  






   
 





    




   

  





    




   






 




















    
 



    





 
   





     
  



    
    









  

    
    








   





    
  








   

 


 


 
    

   



    









   

  

 
     



    



       


 












   









I meet very nice people and I spent very good time

I feel that everyone learned a lot about volunteeringand cooperation is the next step!

This training course brought a good opportunity to know each other. We share
our different visions and for sure we will  improve our realities

I would like to say thanks for every one that contribute to changing my life

Networking with euro-med with old / new colleagues

Making intercultural exchange on private and professional level

Getting lost on a desert island with two friends

International discuss
ion

I appreciate I we
nt deeper in my 

knowledge. Tha
nk you

Harmony, training env
ironment, simplicity

Cultural differences are the best thing to get knowledge and to generate links

I love the spirit of this seminar and the participants were very close to each

other .... BRAVO!

I met my friend: "the
 terrible child"

To facilitate this training was avery sexy experience

I like the rich gathering of people from different cultures and nations 

 











  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  


































 







